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DEEMED EXPORT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERSHIP PROGRAM

Export Control Laws: What is a Deemed Export?
Export control laws are designed to prevent the export of unlicensed sensitive equipment, software, and technology to ensure U.S. national
security and foreign policy objectives. Export control is regulated by multiple U.S. agencies. These laws can result in severe fines and
prosecution. This liability applies to KUMC and you as a private citizen.
Export of sensitive equipment, software, or technology can occur when it is:
• Available to foreign nationals for visual inspection (such as reading technical specifications, plans, blueprints, etc.)
• Exchanged orally
• Made available by practice or application under the guidance of persons with knowledge
The Deemed Export Questionnaire is aimed at determining whether an export license will be required before releasing controlled technology to a
foreign person.
Please note: information or research data shared within the scientific community or to the public is generally exempt from export control laws
under the Fundamental Research clause. Nonetheless, the completion and review of the deemed export questionnaire is still required.
-From KUMC Export Controls
Instructions: This form should be completed by the sponsoring supervisor of the incoming international. Copies of the relevant provisions of the
documents should be provided with this form where indicated.
INCOMING INTERNATIONAL’S INFORMATION
FAMILY (LAST) NAME:
GIVEN (FIRST) NAME:
GENDER:
MALE
FEMALE
OCCUPATION IN HOME COUNTRY:
COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP:
COUNTRY OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE:
NAME OF LAST EMPLOYER IN HOME COUNTRY (If a student,
please indicate last university/institution attended):

SPONSORING SUPERVISOR
FAMILY (LAST) NAME:

GIVEN (FIRST) NAME:

POSITION/TITLE AT KUMC:
DEPARTMENT CHAIR
FAMILY (LAST) NAME:

LAST EMPLOYER/UNIVERSITY ADDRESS:

PHONE/EMAIL:
DEPARTMENT:

GIVEN (FIRST) NAME:

PHONE/EMAIL:

1.

Please provide a brief description of the prospective observer’s activities on KUMC campus.

2.

What is/are the source(s) of funds supporting the observership activities?
KUMC/University
Government
Industry
Personal Funds
Other (describe):
Will the observer have access to information regarding how to install, maintain, repair, refurbish and
YES
NO
overhaul a particular piece of equipment?
Will the observer be exposed to equipment that was specifically designed or developed for military or
YES
NO
outer space applications?
Please provide a list of any scientific equipment, including highly specialized computing equipment that the observer will use in
the course of performing his/her duties. Add additional page(s) if needed.

3.
4.
5.

SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE

DATE

